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Putting household-style electrical outlets in a production vehicle is nothing new. Minivans,
trucks, and family cars have long offered onboard power for charging devices or powering
low-demand equipment. But for the new F , Ford stepped it up significantly. The new truck is
equipped with a generator system that can run power tools, mini fridges, loudspeakers, and
more. Getting to that level of power, though, wasn't easy. It started with market research that
showed many F customers use gasoline-powered generators at job sites, lugging them around
in the back of their truck and fueling them separately. Any pickup truck can turn engine output
into electrical powerâ€”why not utilize that capability and make the conventional generator
unnecessary? To make that happen, Ford needed to provide a lot more power than a normal
volt battery system can spare. So basically, we are providing like five times more than that,"
Nigar Sultana, the engineer in charge of Pro Power Onboard, said. Three different onboard
generator systems are available. Fs with conventional non-hybrid drivetrains get a 2. Ford
claims that the top-spec 7. That mobile welding shop can run for 32 hours continuously on a full
tank, making all-day, heavy-duty work possible. If you don't need that much wattage, Ford says
the 2. Ford only expects about 10 percent of new Fs will be hybrids, so it was important to offer
Pro Power with the conventional drivetrains. That, Sultana says, was much more complicated.
The standard volt electrical architecture couldn't provide what they needed, so Sultana and her
team designed a whole new volt electrical system, using two conventional volt batteries in
addition to the standard battery. In addition to those batteries, Pro Power-equipped non-hybrid
Fs get a second alternator. Thus equipped, Fs with the 2. The generator system is completely
separated from the rest of the vehicle's electrical system, adding a layer of safety and ensuring
that any Pro Power system problems will not impact the drivability of the truck. Pro Power is
smart. The system can be enabled or monitored through the FordPass smartphone app or via
the truck's infotainment system. If you try to pull too much power, the system disables itself
and sends you a notification. And on hybrid models, Pro Power will automatically turn on the
gasoline engine as needed to ensure consistent power flow without draining the battery. On
non-hybrid Fs, the engine has to be running for Pro Power to work. Surprisingly, the generator
system even works while the truck is moving, so you can power your fridge on the way to the
tailgate or keep your power tools charged as you drive between job sites. Ford won't comment
on how Pro Power use affects fuel economy, but we suspect that keeping power-thirsty items
plugged in while driving will lead to a measurable drop in MPG. When the new F arrives, Pro
Power will be available on all grades of Fâ€”optional on conventional models and standard on
all hybrids. Ford expects 17 percent of Fs will be sold with Pro Power when the redesigned
pickup goes on sale this fall. Join Now. New Cars. Car Culture. Type keyword s to search.
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Fred Lambert. Ford has released a new video of winter testing of its upcoming F electric pickup,
showing some impressive performance in the snow. It gave us our best look at the new electric
pickup truck until Ford launched the F, a new generation of the truck, and the automaker has
released a new video of a prototype of the electric version going through towing and off-road
testing. This week, the automaker is releasing a short video teasing the latest Ford Electric
prototype in winter testing:. At the launch event for the new F in September, Ford added some
detail, saying that the electric version will roll off the production line in Dearborn in mid FTC:
We use income earning auto affiliate links. Subscribe to Electrek on YouTube for exclusive
videos and subscribe to the podcast. Be sure to check out our homepage for all the latest news,
and follow Electrek on Twitter , Facebook , and LinkedIn to stay in the loop. Guides Ford.
Through Zalkon. December 22, Ford releases impressive video of F electric pickup prototype in
the snow Fred Lambert - Dec. Not much is known about the new electric version of the F This
week, the automaker is releasing a short video teasing the latest Ford Electric prototype in
winter testing: Curious how the FordF BEV prototype stacks up in the snow? You can send tips
on Twitter DMs open or via email: fred 9to5mac. Fred Lambert's favorite gear. Get interesting
investment ideas by Fred Lambert. So you want a Ford F, but which one? Between bed lengths,
cab configurations, trims, paints, and packages, there are thousands of F variations to choose
from. But there's another critical factor that complicates matters further. Rather, there are six.
Those would be the F's six available engines. What is the best engine for the F? Each engine
option offers distinct features to meet your wants and needs. Whether that's fuel efficiency,
towing capability, or just a lot of power, there's an F engine that'll do what you're looking for.
After all, the engine lineup helped the Ford F win Truck of the Year. Our Ford F engine option
comparison will help you decide on the best engine for your truck. The Ford F's base engine is
a 3. It produces hp and lb-ft of torque with assistance from twin independent variable cam

timing Ti-VCT. Fuel efficiency and power are also improved by Ford's port-fuel and
direct-injection PFDI system, which uses two fuel injectors per cylinder. It also has auto
stop-start tech to save gas when the truck is stationary. The Ford F's 3. Towing tops out at 7,
pounds, with a maximum payload of 1, pounds. V-6 vs. We think the F makes a compelling work
truck, but the base-model 3. Who says a truck engine needs to be big? The Ford F is available
with a 2. Some of its components are made from the same high-strength iron used in Ford's
Power Stroke diesel engines. Auto stop-start helps save fuel. Ford's 2. It can tow up to 8,
pounds and haul up to 2, pounds, depending on configuration. V-8 vs. We found the 2. This
engine also uses EcoBoost turbocharger technology but bumps up displacement for higher
output. The F's 3. This engine makes the best F for towing and hauling. Towing and payload are
significantly improved, measuring at a maximum of 13, pounds and 3, pounds, respectively. A
speed automatic transmission channels power to the wheels, those being the two rears or,
optionally, all four. This 3. We appreciate the 3. Essentially an upgraded version of the 3. This F
engine makes a muscular hp and lb-ft of torque for a stronger, sportier character than the
engine it's based on. This engine is tuned more for sport than maximum capability. The
High-Output EcoBoost V-6 is rated to tow up to 11, pounds and handle up to 1, pounds of
payload. It's available in the trail-eating F Raptor , exclusively available with all-wheel drive, or
the luxurious F Limited , which can be had in rear- or all-wheel drive. In any case, a speed
automatic is the transmission. We think the current EcoBoost-powered Ford F Raptor is one of
the most fun and capable off-road trucks on the market, at least as good as the V-8 original.
Every good truck deserves a diesel, and the F is no exception. Ford applied its Power Stroke
technology to the diesel F engine. The 3. Although those numbers aren't as high as its gasoline
counterparts, the torque is delivered at much lower rpm. This engine can be had in rear- or
all-wheel drive configuration, and it comes with a speed automatic transmission either way.
Towing tops out at 11, pounds, payload at 1, pounds. We found the Power Stroke F to offer
better fuel economy but poor towing performance. That's a lotta six-cylinder enginesâ€”what
about a good ol' V-8? Don't worry, the Ford F has you covered with its 5. If you're so inclined,
this engine can be converted to run on propane or compressed natural gas. The V-8 drives
either the rear or all four wheels through a speed automatic transmission. Depending on body
and drivetrain configuration, it can tow up to 10, pounds and haul up to 3, pounds. The 5. We
think the F 5. Wait, there's a seventh F engine? Not quite. The electric Ford F doesn't exist
today, and technically it isn't a motor, not an engine. But it's definitely coming. Ford has
dropped teasers of it F EV prototypes' huge capabilities, like when it towed more than a million
pounds. And with the company's investment tie-up with Rivian , it seems there's a possibility of
technology sharing between the Blue Oval and electric vehicle startup. Whatever the case,
patent filings indicate that Ford is making progress on a battery-powered F Close Ad. Watch
Originals. Join MotorTrend. The F has six engines to choose from, with a seventh on the way.
Alex Leanse Words. High-Output 3. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. The most basic engine
is a 3. The next step up is a 2. A bigger 3. The top-of-the-line 5. The basic XL trim is available
with three different cab sizes and three different bed lengths in either 2WD or 4WD
configurations. The XLT, while still relatively basic, adds chrome bumpers, Ford's SYNC 3
system, fog lamps, an alarm, air conditioning, automatic headlamps, cruise control, keyless
entry, power windows, a powered tailgate and power door locks. Lariat-trimmed Fs start to
venture into more luxurious territory and are only available with extended or crew cab cabins.
Standard equipment on the Lariat includes power folding door mirrors, a rearview camera, inch
wheels, ambient interior lighting, steering wheel-mounted audio and cruise controls, a power
sliding rear window, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, leather-trimmed seats, a way power
adjustable driver's seat, SiriusXM satellite radio and an 8-inch touchscreen. King Ranch
versions come standard with the 5. Other features on the King Ranch include LED box lighting,
LED headlamps, lots of exterior chrome, heated side mirrors with integrated turn signals and an
auto-dimming feature on the driver's side, a remote starter, heated front and rear seats, wood
interior trim and dual zone climate control. The Platinum version is the urban cousin to the King
Ranch trim. Like the King Ranch, it's only available with a crew cab and the V8. It also features a
voice-activated navigation system, unique inch polished aluminum wheels, LED side mirror
spotlights, power deployable running boards, aluminum interior trim and a leather wrapped and
heated steering wheel. Finally, the Limited trim rides on inch wheels and makes standard a
whole range of convenience items that are optional on lesser trims. These include a degree
camera with split-view display, remote tailgate release, a twin-panel moonroof and more. I've
got exactly zero empirical evidence to back this up, but if I had to guess which new-vehicle
buyers are the most inherently against vehicle electrification, I'd wager it's pickup shoppers.
Conversely, with the truck segment's emphasis on torque and its seeming indifference to higher
curb weights, light-duty pickups stand to benefit from gaining a motorized helping hand more

than most. While others have tried and largely failed to spark interest in gas-electric trucks,
spending a few days driving this Ford F PowerBoost has me convinced that this model stands
the best chance of converting the masses to the joy of electrons. In fact, it's the first hybrid
pickup I'd buy with my own money. When I say "masses," I mean it. Ford's F-Series has been
America's best-selling truck for 43 straight years, and the country's best-selling new vehicle of
any type. In fact, the truck line is one of this nation's chief economic drivers , reportedly earning
more money than every major US sport combined. Ford built , F-Series trucks last year. That
means that even if hybrid models only make up a modest percentage of total Fs sold going
forward, PowerBoost could single-handedly have a bigger net effect on America's fossil-fuel
consumption than any other vehicle -- Tesla included. This new truck, then, is a big deal. No
pressure. While the Blue Oval will continue to offer its cash cow in a predictable array of gasand diesel-powered flavors, the new Ford F PowerBoost will give shoppers plenty to chew on.
I'm not just talking about this model because it's got the most horsepower and torque of any F,
although with horsepower and pound-feet, this plugless pickup has those honors locked up
tighter than an owner's fist around a bacon-double cheeseburger. Thanks to the F hybrid's
standard Pro Power Onboard built-in generator and a host of other tricks, this new F-Series
offers plenty of reasons to consider electrification beyond improved fuel economy. This is the
first time that the Western-style luxe trim will be offered on Ford's three-row crossover SUV.
Last time the rear suspension was to blame, now certain models have been fitted with incorrect
front lower control arms. Bold design will only get Hyundai's new compact electric crossover so
far as it goes head to head with some tough competition. Ford plans for its whole lineup of cars
in Europe to be "zero-emissions capable" by the middle of this decade -- that includes trucks.
Ford's has sold a decent number of the compact SUVs, but a handful need to go back to dealers
for some work. Ford F From work truck to cruiser, off-road vehicle to boat hauler, there is an F
for virtually every task. As a result, the lineup is diverse. There are four engines available on the
F, six trims and several body options. Model Year Continue
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